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One-way ticket to the West
Many of Iran’s youth live double
lives, hiding their real desires and
yearning for a chance to get out,
writes Anne Hyland in Tehran.

T

he battered taxi, a candidate for a
car-wrecking yard, rattles along the
streets of Tehran, Iran’s bustling
capital. Multiple passengers get in
and out every kilometre or so, paying
10¢ for their short trip. The under-30 driver
has gelled his long hair so it stands electrified
on his head.
His hand taps away on the steering wheel to
the beat of a British pop song that thumps out
of the car’s speakers. ‘‘One-way ticket, oneway ticket to the blues,’’ sings the sexy female
voice. The song dates from 1979, the year of
Iran’s Islamic revolution.
The driver brakes to collect a middle-aged
woman almost invisible in her black chador.
By the time she gets into the taxi, the driver has
craftily switched the cassette to mournful
traditional Iranian music. Female public
singing and dancing is banned in Iran.
The driver is typical of how many of Iran’s
young fashion their lives; hiding away their
enjoyment and real desires from public view,
and more importantly out of view of Iran’s
strict government. Hamid, a struggling young
painter in Tehran, puts it bluntly:
‘‘We have an amazing underground life. We
have mixed parties at our houses, where women
and men dance together. We drink alcohol and
I got drunk last night. Some friends had a disco
for 100 people, but they had to pay off the
authorities. The system doesn’t let you make
these sort of things open.’’
Since 1979, it has been illegal for women to
appear in public without a scarf to cover their
hair and alcohol is banned, although tellingly
the country does have a fine for drink-driving.
Currently, the government is pushing for the
closure of atmospheric tea houses across the
country because they are considered
troublesome places where young men and
women gather to flirt.
Iran’s young, the children born since 1979
and who make up almost two-thirds of the
69 million population, are well educated: a
positive outcome of the revolution, which
created many university places, especially for
women. Many young Iranians have not only
one university degree, but multiple; speak
English and are well informed of current
world events through illegal satellite television
and the internet.
But these young Iranians would rather
thumb their noses at their government than
engage in a bitter ideological fight to change
it. An example of this is the dress of women in
Tehran. They wear figure-hugging, thighlength coats, which are quite a contrast to the
tent-like chador.
‘‘Look around,’’ says Mashid, a young
professional in her late 30s. ‘‘You’ll see
women have make-up on, and there are some

Refashioning their image: almost two-thirds of the population was born after the 1979 revolution.

men and women holding hands. The girls’
scarves almost fall off their heads showing a
lot of hair ± it was not permitted when I was
young.’’
Just after the revolution, make-up was
scraped from the faces of women by morality
police; lipstick was removed ± sometimes
with razor blades.
Hamid says the young would prefer to
continue to live their dual lives because ‘‘too
much blood has been spilt’’. ‘‘We have had
protests and what happened? People were
tortured and killed. We had war with Iraq and
so many died. We don’t want this anymore.’’
The fear young Iranians have of fighting the
government is justified. Ahmad Batebi, a
student activist was protesting against the
government when his picture was published in
The Economist. He was later arrested, tortured
and jailed for 10 years. He is just one of many
similar cases.
Instead, the answer of many young Iranians
is to leave. They are frustrated at their inability
to change the political system; the hijacking,
as many call it, of their religion, and mostly by
the lack of jobs, which is compounded by a
low level of foreign investment.
Munir, a linguistics student in her early 20s,
lives in the small town of Kerman, in eastern
Iran, about 15 hours’ drive from Tehran.
‘‘I’m filled with hopelessness,’’ Munir says.
‘‘I love my country, but what job is there here
for me?’’

It is early evening as she walks and talks in
the street about life in Iran when a car full of
bored, sober young men drives past and one
hollers: ‘‘Hey girls, what are you doing out
past 8pm, you must want to come back to my
place.’’ Munir blushes, and admits her father
doesn’t want her staying out past 8pm.
‘‘It’s better for me than it was for my older
sister,’’ she explains. ‘‘My sister was not
allowed to go out at night at all.’’
Like many young Iranians, Munir asks
every foreigner she meets what they think of
her country. ‘‘Iranians are good, nice
people,’’ she says. ‘‘We are not like our

This government does not
care about what we want,
it only cares about its
ideas. I love Iran so much,
but what is here for us?
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government. It would be good if foreign
people knew that. I think those that come here
understand this.’’
Iran’s combative president Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad has divided Iranian society.
Some describe him as crazy; others, like
Fatima, a young housewife from Esfahan in
central Iran, believe he is good for the
country. ‘‘He released those British sailors, it
was a gift. He showed the world that Iran
wants peace, not war.’’ Her staunch belief in
Ahmadinejad is similar to the belief many
devout Republicans have in US President
George Bush.
Hossein, a young tour guide who works in
Yazd, another city in Iran, says Bush and
Ahmadinejad are ‘‘both crazy’’. ‘‘We do not
want war with America. Iran should be able to
have nuclear energy, but not the bomb.’’ Like
many involved in tourism in Iran, he despairs
of how poor business has been since
Ahmadinejad came to power in 2005.
‘‘The tourists are not coming. If they came,
they would see it is safe here.’’ Hossein is
another young Iranian wanting a one-way
ticket from Iran.
‘‘We have no leader to change things. This
government does not care about what we
want, they only care about their ideas. I love
Iran so much, but what is here for us?’’
■ Names have been changed to protect the

identity of those interviewed.

Gadget addiction masks junkies’ deeper needs
Desperate if you’re not plugged in?
Lost without your BlackBerry? You
might well have a problem.

T

he BlackBerry network went dark last
week in North America. Service stopped
for a mere 12 hours, but to bereft users,
even 12 minutes was too long. Information
feeds our lives, they protested, and the
BlackBerry provides it. What if we miss the
email message that makes or breaks our
happiness, or our bank accounts?
Experts who study computer use say the
stated yearning to stay abreast of things may
mask more visceral and powerful needs, as
many self-aware users themselves will attest.
Some theorise that constant use becomes
ritualistic physical behaviour, even addiction
± the absorption of nervous energy, like
chomping gum. This behaviour is then fuelled
by powerful social motivators. Interaction
with a device delivering data gives a feeling of
validation, inclusion and desirability.
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James Katz, director of the Center for
Mobile Computing at Rutgers University,
says the data coming from the devices was
really secondary.
‘‘Look at a lot of the communication — it’s
idiotic in terms of substance,’’ Katz says. ‘‘But
it’s vital in terms of meaning.’’
Katz argues that participation gives people
a sense of belonging, one traceable to the
atavistic desire to congregate and co-operate
for safety and survival. In addition, he says,
the constant checking is an exercise in
optimism: eternal hope delivered in tiny bits
while you’re on the go.
‘‘It’s random reinforcement,’’ Katz says.
The fact that you don’t know when important
news will come, he says, ‘‘means you will
quickly engage in obsessive compulsive
behaviour’.
These social yearnings may drive the use
but at some point that use becomes an end
unto itself — a physical ritual that can take on
some of the qualities of actual addiction, says
John Ratey, a neuropsychiatry specialist at
Harvard University.

Several years ago Ratey began using the
term ‘‘acquired attention deficit disorder’’ to
describe the condition of people who are
accustomed to a constant stream of digital
stimulation and feel bored in the absence of it.
Regardless of whether the stimulation is from
the internet, TV or a mobile phone, the brain,
he says, is hijacked.
‘‘I liken it to a drug,’’ Ratey says. ‘‘Drug
addicts don’t think; they just start moving.
Like moving for your BlackBerry.’’
When the BlackBerry system faltered last
Tuesday night, Steven Krausz, a Silicon
Valley venture capitalist, was attending an
industry dinner at a conference in
Washington. The malfunction did not
interrupt his habit.
‘‘I checked it at least a dozen times during
dinner,’’ Krausz says, in part because he was
curious about when service would be restored
but also because the constant checking was a
placeholder for less-desirable activities.
‘‘I’d rather reach for the BlackBerry than
reach for bread or dessert and put some highcholesterol item in my mouth,’’ he says,

calling his habit ‘‘a reflexive response’’.
Besides, he added, he checked his device
regularly ‘‘because it was a boring dinner
speaker’’.
BlackBerry users do half-joke that they
have become junkies, insatiable data tokers.
But because the tool is tied to productivity,
defined by some as essential to modern
employment, overusers don’t really regard
their habit as the digital equivalent of firing up
a Marlboro outside work.
The technology creates the illusion that
every moment can be a productive one, says
Tara Hunt, 33, a marketing director for a
technology consulting company in San
Francisco. When you’re not participating it’s
like you’re suggesting that you’re not keeping
up, she says.
Ratey likens the problem to a food
addiction, which is one of the most beguiling
for psychiatrists. After all, he says, food is
essential for life, but problematic in excessive
doses. And that is what makes breaking
technology addiction so difficult.
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